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Reveals the Mayan calendar to be a spiritual device that describes the evolution of human

consciousness from ancient times into the futureÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Shows the connection between cosmic

evolution and actual human historyÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Provides a new science of time that explains why time

not only seems to be speeding up in the modern world but is actually getting fasterÃ¢â‚¬Â¢

Explains how the end of the Mayan calendar is not the end of the world, but a path toward

enlightenmentThe prophetic Mayan calendar is not keyed to the movement of planetary bodies.

Instead, it functions as a metaphysical map of the evolution of consciousness and records how

spiritual time flows--providing a new science of time.The calendar is associated with nine creation

cycles, which represent nine levels of consciousness or Underworlds on the Mayan cosmic pyramid.

Through empirical research Calleman shows how this pyramidal structure of the development of

consciousness can explain things as disparate as the common origin of world religions and the

modern complaint that time seems to be moving faster. Time, in fact, is speeding up as we transition

from the materialist Planetary Underworld of time that governs us today to a new and higher

frequency of consciousness--the Galactic Underworld--in preparation for the final Universal level of

conscious enlightenment. Calleman reveals how the Mayan calendar is a spiritual device that

enables a greater understanding of the nature of conscious evolution throughout human history and

the concrete steps we can take to align ourselves with this growth toward enlightenment.
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"The more you read this book, the more impressive and meaningful Calleman's historical focus



becomes. . . . explains events that would seem otherwise random, and it gives certain coherence to

the patterns of world history. . . . packed with an astounding level of research. . . . a totally new way

of understanding our history and our possible future." (Robert Burns, New Dawn, Jan-Feb, 2005)". .

. outstanding for both its quality of presentation and for the depth of its content." (Phil Jefferson,

New Connexion, Mar-Apr, 2005)". . . the Mayan calendar is a map to understanding human

consciousness and our place in the cosmos." (Mechell Mende, New Age Retailer, New Year,

2005)"Calleman offers a compelling view of world history, which is as a fractal component of the

larger reality." (Chris Lorenz, Dell Magazines, September 2004)"Calleman's book is a treasure trove

of history, myth, and insight into one of the most remarkable achievements in human history, the

Mayan calendar. His proposal is that we moderns learn the intricacies of the calendar in order to

evolve our consciousness by syncing with the planetary, galactic and universal 'high frequency

evolutionary cycle.'" (Curtis McCosco, CirclesofLight.com, Feb 09)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Reading this book is a

powerful and electrifying experience. Each page offers penetrating insights that unravel the deepest

mysteries of human history and the evolution of global consciousness.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Michael E. Salla,

Ph.D., Center for Global Peace)

MAYAN STUDIES / NEW AGE  Ã¢â‚¬Å“Reading this book is a powerful and electrifying

experience. Each page offers penetrating insights that unravel the deepest mysteries of human

history and the evolution of global consciousness.Ã¢â‚¬Â• --Michael E. Salla, Ph.D., Center for

Global Peace  The prophetic Mayan calendar is not keyed to the movement of planetary bodies.

Instead, it functions as a metaphysical map of the evolution of consciousness and records how

spiritual time flows, providing a new science of time.  The calendar is associated with nine creation

cycles, each of which represents one of nine levels of consciousness or Underworlds on the Mayan

cosmic pyramid. Using empirical research, Carl Johan Calleman shows how this pyramidal structure

of the development of consciousness can explain matters as disparate as the common origin of

world religions and the modern complaint that time seems to be moving faster. Readers will learn

that time is, in fact, speeding up as we transition from the materialistic Planetary Underworld that

governs us today to a new and higher frequency of consciousness--the Galactic Underworld--in

preparation for the final Universal level of conscious enlightenment. The Mayan Calendar and the

Transformation of Consciousness reveals the Mayan calendar as a spiritual device that enables a

greater understanding of the nature of conscious evolution throughout human history--and how it

provides the concrete steps we can take to align ourselves with this growth toward enlightenment. 

CARL JOHAN CALLEMAN holds a Ph.D. in physical biology and has served as an expert on cancer



for the World Health Organization. He began his studies on the Mayan calendar in 1979 and now

lectures throughout the world. He is also author of Solving the Greatest Mystery of Our Time: The

Mayan Calendar. He lives in Sweden.

intersting topic, but to me it was a lot of speculation. If you're interested about the Mayans, do

research online to find out more. I really like reading books, as I am very open minded and was

drawn to learn more about the Mayans, but I couldn't even finish this book... Basically though after

the year 2012 (our time) we're supposed to be reaching an age of enlightenment. our civilization is

in a time where it could go either way. heaven or hell on earth. people will start to wake up to the

issues around us, and starting to question the lies we've been told/ taught. If anyone wants this

book though, if you pay for shipping I can send you this book for free

I liked the first part of the book because I have the Mayan Oracle Cards for doing personal readings.

But the last half was his opionon and I don't agree with it.

With the background knowledge of a novice I sought out a book to extrapolate the core ideals of the

Mayan calendar. This book did exactly that, and in a way that was not only non-threatening, but

encouraging and inviting as well. I leave tho book with a desire to spread its news and to seek more

wisdom. Definitely one of my top reads and a book to keep close at heart.

Very much a eye opener

From start to finish the author disects the Mayan calendar and history of events within this time

frame. I could not put it down or stop talking about it to my friends. It's complex to grasp at first but

overall the author is strong and clear in it's message. I hope that makes sense for you all.

I had hoped this book would clarify things I had heard about, but the material was too cumbersome

and difficult to get through for someone who didn't already know a lot about this topic.

the book is not an easy read in the sense that there's a lack of clarity due to format. In other words,

when you write you should be very clear on you intentions and state it at the beginning then

proceed to explain your points.



This book is filled with strange facts and difficult to read.There are some gems among the gravel but

hard to unravel where the author is going at times.Some may enjoy it.Most won't
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